
Mall of Deals 
Executive Summary 
This product is a mobile app targeted at engaging shoppers in a mall or a group of participating malls. 
It displays information about the retailers in the mall the shopper is in, and publishes mall events, and 
promotions of all the retailers in the mall. It further engages shoppers using surveys, coupons, etc., 
and allows services such as ticket booking, transport booking, etc.  

Users 
User 1: Shopper 
Shoppers are looking to visit one or more retailers in the mall. In addition, they will do a lot of window 
shopping. A number of shoppers are visiting for a specific reason, like a movie or an event, but 
eventually make use of other retailers in the mall. They are looking for discounts and deals, and are of 
course interested in knowing what retailers are present, and where they are in a store map. 

User 2: Retail Administrator 
Retail administrators will use the administration part of the app to add specific data about their store, 
and the services they offer. This may be a non-mobile app as well. 

User 3: Mall Administrator 
Mall administrators will use the administration part of the app to add data about the mall, upload 
mall maps / schematics, and the list of retailers in the mall. Mall administrators will also do a set-up of 
content about the mall. This may be a non-mobile app as well. 

Key Scenarios 
Shopper Scenarios 
Upfront: 

 Registration and basic demography 

Pre-visit: 

 Identify events / deals based on shopper demography, and push them to the app 
 Integrate with mall services to allow for booking movies, etc. 

During visit: 

 Based on geo location, show information about the mall the shopper is in 
 Based on demography and list of retailers, show relevant deals and events in the mall 
 As required, show mall schematic, a “you are here” and allow directions to retailers 
 On conversion, reward using discount coupons, etc. 
 Based on context, allow participation in online raffles, etc., and reward using coupons, etc. 
 Have social media integration to share with social network 

Post visit: 



 Integrate with auxiliary services such as cab booking, etc., for convenience. 

Administrator Scenarios 
 Allow content upload / administration for respective areas (mall, retailer, etc.) 
 Enable viewing conversion dashboards, and other such information / KPIs 

Data Points 
 Consider that malls and retailers will expose services that can be used to obtain information 

about events and deals 
 Consider that affiliates (cabs, movie theaters) are pre-registered, and expose services for their 

respective services 
 Consider that shoppers will be always connected, so data can be all on the cloud 

 


